
THE UNEXPLORED COAST
FLY  & DRIVE  ITINERARY

Tailor made
trip

WE  ADAPT  TO  YOUR

JOURNEY  AND  GIVE

YOU  OUR

ASSESMENT

Hotels with
charm

WE CONSTANTLY
CHECK THEM OUT
TO KNOW EXACTLY
WHAT WE
ARE OFFERING YOU

Travel
Experience
WE  EXPLORE  THE

ITINERARIES  IN

ORDER  TO  OFFER

YOU  UNIQUE

ENCLAVES

Travel Safe
24  HOUR

ASSISTANCE.  AMPLE

INSURANCE  IN  YOUR

RENT -A -CAR
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B O U T I Q U E  I N C O M I N G  S E R V I C E



OUR TRIP

Tailor-made, according to
your likes and concerns

Rent a car from
the first to the last day

Exclusive accommodation

Route Map

Always in contact with client



OUTLINE
DAY  BY  DAY

ARRIVAL FLIGHT… NEARBY ACCOMMODATION 

TULUM

LAGUNA BACALAR

LAGUNA BACALAR

XPUJIL

CALAKMUL, XPUJIL

HORMIGUERO, BECAN, CHICANA, XPUJIL

TO THE SELECTED BEACH

BEACH

BEACH

TO THE AIRPORT…. RETURN FLIGHT



DISCOVER THE WILDEST AREA OF THE SO-CALLED RIVIERA
MAYA. NAVIGATE THE SIAN KA'AN NATURE RESERVE; LET
YOURSELF BE CARRIED AWAY BY THE FASCINATING
BACALAR LAGOON; VISIT THE CALAKMUL BIOSPHERE
RESERVE, THE SECOND LARGEST "LUNG” IN THE AMERICAS,
AND WHILE IN THIS AREA, GET TO KNOW THE MOST
RECENTLY DISCOVERED MAYAN RUINS: CALAKMUL AND
HORMIGUERO.
FINALLY, REST AND ENJOY THE BEACH IN OUR COAST.



THE ROUTE

Upon your arrival, and after passing the customs
controls, you will collect your rental car. Drive to
Tulum.
The distance is of 120 kms, about 1.5 hours in this
double lane highway. 
You will have time to adjust to the country’s schedule
and climate.

DAY 1.... WELCOME TO YUCATÁN… TULUM

DAY 2… SIAN KA’AN… TULUM

After an early breakfast, we suggest you drive to the
entrance of the Sian Ka'an Biosphere Reserve. In Maya
language, Sian Ka'an means: Place where the Sky is
born. Sian Ka'an is one of the largest protected areas
in Mexico with 6,520 km2 and an inmense
Biodiversity. 
You can hire a boat with a local nature guide,
navigating a canal built by the Mayans, between the
mangroves and the ocean. You have the possibility to
snorkel and lunch is Included in this optional
excursion. On this tour you can see different reptiles
such as: iguanas, lizards, crocodiles and turtles; birds
like frigates, pelicans, pickepe, cormorants, herons,
egrets, ospreys and many more.
Dolphins are very common to see and with a little luck
you can also find manatees.
You will see its wild beaches with hardly any human
intervention before returning to the hotel.
Accommodation in the same boutique hotel in the
town of Tulum.



LAGUNA BACALAR

DAY 3… CHACCHOBEN ARCHEOLOGICAL AREA...

After breakfast set out on your way southbound,
bordering the Sian Ka'an Reserve in its west side. It
is also possible to enter the Reserve from this side, at
the village of Muyil (that also has a small
archaeological area). Arrival at the lesser known
Chacchoben Ruins. It is the most important settlement
detected to the date in the Lake Region, whose
occupation commenced 300 years before our era. It is
thought the layout had small hamlets around the
permanent freshwater bodies in the region. Based
on the research conducted to date, it is assumed that
it was during the early years of the Early classic (250
A.D.) when the urban tracing that is preserved today
was laid out, that the construction of most of the
structures that make up the core of the settlement,
comprising around 70 hectares. You will find remains
of buildings of public nature with different civic,
religious and administrative functions.

Built in its early stages under the Peten Style, the
site continued its growth and development for an
additional 500 years, developing the architectural
style that characterizes it, with traces of Rio Bec
and Chenes styles, possibly due to its strategic
location.

DAY 3... LAGUNA BACALAR

After the visit, continue to Bacalar, where
accommodation will be provided in a boutique style
hotel in the center of the village, or in the lake.



LAGUNA BACALAR
Breakfast at the hotel. Today we suggest you rent a tour of
navigation with naturalist guide in this natural lake, touring its
different areas. The name in Maya, "Sian Ka'an Bakhalal" again
means "place where heaven is born", and when you contemplate it,
you will understand. This large lake, also called "of the seven
colors" where a beautiful wildlife makes this a very special place.
The combination of fine white sands along with the crystal clear
water give great beauty to the whole landscape. The place currently
has a Protected area with a total of 52,000 hectares, and it includes
cenotes and mangroves that serve as a habitat for many colorful
species of birds, fish and many unique animals that preserve the
beautiful biodiversity of the place. Rest of the day free, to continue
enjoying the lagoon. A nice suggestion is to visit Area of
Stromatolites is by renting a kayak. Also, a short distance away, is
the great Cenote Azul. This cenote is the classic open, round cenote,
surrounded by lush green vegetation. Divers like it due to its
considerable depth. Accommodation in the same hotel.

DAY 4



DAY 5… DZIBANCHE RUINS…

Breakfast at the hotel and departure to the ruins of
Dzibanché. It is possible that we will be the only visitors,
as these ruins, like Kohulnich, are far away from the tourist
routes.
The Dzibanché - Kinichná complex is located in a
transition zone between the low northern jungle of the
Yucatan Peninsula and the rainforest of Petén. The
settlement occupies an area of more than 40 km2 and
consists of four monumental architectural groups:
Dzibanché or Main Group, Lamay Complex, Tutil and
Kinichná Group. These groups had specific functions,
interconnected by Sacbés or White Mayan roads.
It is possible to observe the Petén style, style that was
replaced in the mid-Classical (approx. 600 A.D.), by
temples with facades decorated with paired pilasters,
characteristics belonging to a local style, associated with
the Kaan dynasty, which was established at the site
during the Early Classic Period. The existence of
hieroglyphic texts engraved on the monuments of the
Cautivos Temple Staircase and findings of  sumptuous
offerings in funeral chambers, denote that Dzibanche was
involved in the conquest of other cities, by several rulers
of the Kaan Family, for more than two centuries.

DAY  5... KOHULNICH RUINS...

After this visit, continue to Kohulnich. The name
Kohunlich derives from the name Cohoonridge that
Belizean workers gave to a timber camp, which was in the
area in 20 and 30s of the 20th century. Derived from the
terms English cohoon (corozo, a type of palm tree
common in this area) and ridge (lomerío). It is a
fascinating archaeological area both for its history and for
its aesthetics and the natural beauty that frames it. It is
estimated that it started as a hamlet around 200 B.C. With
the years, it gained power and grew in dimensions.
Between the years 500 and 600 AD; the Temple of the
Masks was built, which today is Kohunlich's most famous
structure and perhaps the most emblematic of the state of
Quintana Roo.

DÍA 5... XPUJIL

Continue to the Xpujil area, already in the state of
Campeche. Accommodation in this area, in Chicanna
Ecovillage or Debliz Xpujil. You will be staying here for 3
nights, as a base of operations to be able to visit the
natural areas and scattered ruins of the area.



CALAKMUL

DAY 6... CALAKMUL ARCHEOLOGICAL AREA...

Early breakfast. We suggest an early start, as the
second part of access to the Calakmul ruins is a
pressed dirt track. After passing the access gate we
drive 60 kilometers in the middle of the jungle, so be
on the look out to any animal we might observe. 
This ancient Mayan city is located within the
Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, which has more
723,000 hectares and is the largest of the five natural
protected areas of the State of Campeche. In the
Calakmul Biosphere Reserve you can find 5 of the 6
species of felines recorded in Mexico: Yaguarundi or
leoncillo, Tigrillo or margay, Ocelote, Puma and
jaguar. In addition, there are 235 species of birds, 76%

of which are residents and 24% are migrants, or
residents in summer or winter. Listening to howler
monkeys is by itself  a show.
The archaeological site of Calakmul was inscribed by
the UNESCO in 2002 as a Cultural Heritage Site. The
6,000 structures that make up the the city's remains
encompass a space of about 70 square kilometers.
The monumental area comprises about two square
kilometers and has about a thousand structures.
You are in one of the most important cities in Mayan
civilization, both by extension and by population, as it
reached more than 50,000 Inhabitants.

The city's timeline dates back to the Preclassic
Period (300 BC – 250 BC), while its moment of
splendor takes place in the Classic Period when
the Kingdom of Kaan allied with other states in a
Confederation called Cuchcabal. It became known
as the Kingdom of the Snake, main rival of Tikal
(Guatemala), with whom the hegemony of the
Central Mayan was disputed. Calakmul is located
in a northern portion of the Petén, sharing not only
the same flora, fauna and orography, but also its
same Architectural style Only the main core of the
pre-Hispanic vestiges is located on a natural dome
of approximately 25 square kilometers,
surrounded by water and canals made by the the
Maya to store water, as each rain season the lower
parts flooded.
Evidently, this archaeological site and its
fascinating natural frame takes quite a bit of time
to visit.



DAY 6... BALAMKU...

If you feel like seeing more ruins, on your
way back, you can make a small detour to
visit the Archaeological Zone of Balamku.
This Mayan city that encompasses just
one square kilometer, is famous for s the
"Frieze of the Universe," an archaeological
polychrome stucco. It is unique in the area
with engravings stylized and interspersed
with jaguars, snakes and a saurio.
This structure includes four scenes that
refer to the order of the Universe and
opposing aspects complementary to the
Underworld. Each representation shows
an animal with the head turned back.
Masks (stone face) and jaguars express
conceptual wealth of the Earth, and
amphibians ensure transition between
two worlds.

DAY 6... XPUJIL

After this intense day, drive back to your
hotel in Xpujil. 
You will find several local restaurants in
this area.



DAY 7… ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS: HORMIGUERO

Breakfast at the hotel. We suggest you head towards the
border with Guatemala. Just 20 kilometers away we find
the Archaeological area of Hormiguero. It is in full study
and they are discovering new areas. Although known
since the 1930s archeological excavations only began in
the 80s. 
Today, a promising development of the new discoveries
awaits. Your visit will be limited to the few buildings that
are being restored. As they are far off the tourist routes,
this is once again an advantage, to be able to visit them at
your own pace. The most important building is a building
has its façade divided into three, in the center a large 

mask flanked by corner towers rounded with simulated
steps. The mask presents, as an entrance to the Temple, a
monstrous mouth opening his jaws, so it has been
interpreted as a threshold between the outside world and
the Underworld.

DAY 7… ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS: BECAN...

This Site is also interesting. You will access the
Monumental Area through a tunnel. The traces of its
buildings and plazas give an idea of the complexity of this
city…

DAY 7… ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS:XPUJIL...

The village of Xpujil, where you are staying, also has an
Archeological Site. It is rather small, so the visit to the
structures and pyramids is easy and, as you will very
probably be on your own, you can climb up to some of the
pyramids and admire the views of the tropical jungle. 
Return to your hotel. Accommodation.

DAY 7… ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS:CHICANÁ...

We also recommend a short visit to Chicaná Ruins. It also
holds representative remains of the Architecture of this
area. You will once again find a large mask, door to the
Underworld. It is well conserved.



DAY 8… RIVIERA MAYA

Breakfast and prepare to undertake the longest leg of
our journey, approximately 350-400 kilometers
depending on the selected accommodation for your
beach stay.
The accommodations we like in this area are located
about 15-20 kms south Tulum, in an area of very nice
beaches. We also have a selection of boutique hotels
or small all inclusive resorts in other points of the
coast.
On any of the routes you can find tourist attractions
where to stop, and always the road offers you some
surprises that don’t figure in the guides.
Upon your arrival at the hotel and after check-in you
have time to enjoy the beach.

DAY 9 TO 10... RIVIERA MAYA

During these days, you have your rental car, which
can be parked in the assigned areas of the hotel; The
excursions and visits we suggest can be in regular
tours, but if you prefer, you can go on your own:
The beautiful Mayan ruins of Tulum, which stun us by
its location in front of the turquoise Caribbean waters;

The ruins of Coba,increasingly incorporated into the
sightseeing tours. 
Or visit the biosphere reserve of Sian kaán.
Several water parks, jungle parks, etc., also offer
interesting alternatives, mostly if you plan to travel
with kids.
We have the second largest coral reef of the world,
aligned with the whole coast. There are dozens of
alternatives for divers and snorkelers.

DAY 11... RIVIERA MAYA… CANCÚN AIRPORT

Drive back to Cancún airport. You will return the car
at the airport rental car facilities and then take their
shuttle to your Terminal, considering sufficient time
to check in following all the safety procedures.

END OF OUR SERVICES



CONTENTS
INCLUSIONS NOTESACCOMMODATION
1 RENTAL CAR ACCORDING TO

YOUR NEEDS, WITH UNLIMITED
MILEAGE AND FULL INSURANCE
WITH FRANCHISE CERO

2 7 NIGHTS BREAKFAST &
ACCOMMODATION DURING THE
ROUTE

3 3 NIGHTS IN THE COAST, IN
THE SELECTED FOOD REGIME

1 VINA’AY BOUTIQUE HOTEL,
AXKAN ARTE, OR SIMILAR IN
TULUM TOWN

2 TOTO BLUE BOUTIQUE HOTEL,
RANCHO ENCANTADO OR
SIMILAR IN BACALAR

3 CHICANNA ECOVILLAGE OR
DEBLIZ XPUJIL IN CALAKMUL
AREA

1 THIS ROUTE IS A SAMPLE AND
CAN BE ADJUSTED TO YOUR
PERSONAL CHOICE

2 THE ROADS ARE GENERALLY IN A
VERY GOOD STATE, AND THERE
ARE PLENTY OF GASOLINE
STATIONS IN THE WHOLE ROUTE.
THE EXCEPTION IS THE ACCESS
TO CALAKMUL, WHICH IS A
PRESSED DIRT TRACK. YOU
SHOULD FILL YOUR TANK BEFORE
DEPARTING XPUJIL

3 THE COST OF THE ENTRANCE
FEES TO MOST RUINS IS VERY
REASONABLE, AS ARE THE
TOLLS ON SOME ROADS

LA NUEVA VIDA DE RAMIRO,
ZEBRA, DREAMS TULUM IN
TULUM, ESENCIA, ÚNICO,
HYATT, BELMOND…
IN THE CHOSEN POINT OF THE
RIVIERA MAYA

4

4 DETAILED MAP OF THE ROUTE,
WITH SUGGESTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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